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114.   To horace mann.
Arlington Street, April 14, 1743. [Addition to note—see Additions and Corrections, vol. ii. p. 82.]
size in 4to or small folio,   for tMa reason I find  myself disposed  at present to meddle •with nothing but •what is my own, and tho this will make my work less perfect, yet it will lessen also the trouble, as well as expence of it to me and be the best excuse for my attempting such a work, as it is the proper use and natural effect of my making such a collection,   as soon as I have published it, if the specimen be approved, and you have  any  inclination to employ me for the publication of your museum, 1 shall be always at your command, and proud to serve you in it as fat as I am able,   as for my own antiquities, they were not collected out of any regard to their beauty  or  sculpture, but  as containing, what the Italians call, some erudition in them, and illustrating some rite or custom of old Borne, alluded to by the ancient writers, but y* I may give you the better notion of my scheme I have taken the liberty to trouble [you] with a short abstract of the principal pieces, on wch I propose to add as many distinct dissertations.   1. An antique picture of six figures, cut away from the wall of an old sepulcher.   2. an original  bulla  aurea.    3.  a little round picture on glass, of a woman with a boy in her arms wearing the bulla.   4. a little brass figure of a woman with, a child in swadling deaths in. one hand, and a pig in the other for a sacrifice.    5. two brass figures of the Priapus, with rings to hang about children's necks. 6. a Galcedgnian ring, with, magical characters upon it, worn by way of amulet ox charm.   7. a glass urn intire,   of   handsome   shape,   and painted with several figures relating to the rites of funerals.   8. Laory-matory vessels, and other vessels of glass.   9.   Sepulchral lamps,  with figures upon them.   10. Two brass
 paterae with figures. 11. a little brass figure of a man, in mimic habit, masked, and playing upon a bagpipe. 12. a brass figure of an ./Egyptian ibis, above a foot high upon a pedestal or altar, woh had been gilt. 13. a brass figure of a cup bearer or waiter at table in his proper dress. 14. the first brass coins of the earliest ages of Borne; viz. the As, and its several parts, of wch I have a fair series sufficient to fill two copper plates. 15. a figure of JEsculapius with Telesphorus in marble, about a foot and half high.
 16.	a brass figure of Antinous, upon
an  antique   base   of very  curious
sculpture, near a foot and half high.
 17.	little brass figures of Bacchus,
Mercury,   Bacchante,    with   silver
eyes,   an  Etruscan   or   Egyptian
figure, the bust of a testa incognita,
or rather Germanicus.   18. an altar
of incense to the Lares or domestic
gods, being a brazen stem, like that
of a lilly, rising near two feet high,
out of a triangular base of very neat
sculpture.   19. a pound weight in
brass, of a globular form, with some
little  weights  of  the  same form.
I have several other curiosities to
intersperse, but too minute to de
scribe, and shall add one plate of
such intaglios and cameos, as I take
to be worth the engraving.    You
will observe from this detail that
some  of your  smaller  antiquities
may fall in properly enough, witli
my scheme, viz. vows, lamps, talisman,
weights, and if you have no intention
of publishing them yourself, or think
any of them of no great ornament
to your cabinet, I should be glad to
make an exchange for them with,
some things of mine, that might be
as agreeable to your tast; but if you
are inclined rather to strengthen
your own collection, and, as I hinted
above, to publish it, I shall be very
willing to give up all my stock to

